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14 Abstract:

15 The process of leaf elongation in grasses is characterised by the creation and transformation of distinct 

16 cell zones. The prevailing turgor pressure within these cells is one of the key drivers for the rate at 

17 which these cells divide, expand and differentiate, processes which are heavily impacted by drought 

18 stress. In this paper, a turgor-driven growth model for grass leaf elongation is presented which 

19 combines mechanistic growth from the basis of turgor pressure with the ontogeny of the leaf. 

20 Drought-induced reductions in leaf turgor pressure result in a simultaneous inhibition of both cell 

21 expansion and differentiation, lowering elongation rate but increasing elongation duration due to the 

22 slower transitioning of cells from the dividing and elongating zone to mature cells. Leaf elongation is 

23 therefore governed by the magnitude of, and time spent under, growth-enabling turgor pressure, a 

24 metric which we introduce as turgor-time. Turgor-time is able to normalise growth patterns in terms 

25 of varying water availability, similar to how thermal time is used to do so under varying temperatures. 

26 Moreover, additional inclusion of temperature-dependencies within our model pioneers a novel 

27 concept enabling the general expression of growth regardless of water availability or temperature.
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32 1. INTRODUCTION 

33 Achieving and maintaining food security represents one of the major global challenges in the face of 

34 a growing world population and changing climate. Both grasslands and grain crops play a fundamental 

35 role in reaching this goal, both as fodder and as the most important food source for human 

36 consumption (FAO 2014). Drought events have been observed to increase in both frequency and 

37 severity and will continue to do so even under conservative climate change scenarios (IPCC 2014). 

38 These events are projected to affect the majority of these global crop production systems, which can 

39 be a major cause of reduced yields. Even at moderate rates of drought stress, grass leaf area expansion 

40 is reduced due to extreme drought sensitivity of the leaf growth process (Bradford & Hsiao 1982). In 

41 perennial grasses, this strongly affects production due to decreased rates of refoliation after cutting 

42 or grazing (Durand, Onillon, Schnyder & Rademacher 1995). In annual grain crops, it leads to decreased 

43 growth rates, exacerbated by a decreased rate of development. Effective breeding for drought 

44 tolerance will therefore play a critical role for tackling the impact of drought events in the production 

45 of both perennial grasses (Norton, Malinowski & Volaire 2016) and grain crops (maize (Gong, Wu, 

46 Zhang, Chen & Wang 2015), rice (Luo 2010), wheat and barley (Munns, James, Sirault, Furbank & Jones 

47 2010)). Large-scale phenotyping of new genotypes is often difficult, due to inconsistent performance 

48 under different levels of drought or management (genotype × management × environment; G×M×E) 

49 and difficulties in obtaining representative field trials due to the possible absence of drought in any 

50 given year (Cooper, Gho, Leafgren, Tang & Messina 2014). Understanding the physiological basis of 

51 drought-tolerant traits and their effect on crop growth and yield performance has the potential to 
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52 identify those traits that are most relevant for better adaptation (van Eeuwijk et al. 2019) leading 

53 towards a focussed breeding approach. 

54 A better understanding of the effects of water limitations on plant growth can be gained through 

55 multiscale modelling (Benes et al. 2020), whereby plant-environment interactions can be combined 

56 with a mechanistic growth model at the individual organ scale. Specifically, a functional-structural 

57 plant model (FSPM) has the unique potential to describe the growth and development of the entire 

58 plant through a combination of both physiological and architectural traits, which has a double 

59 function. Firstly, such a model can be used to dissect a given phenotype into an underlying set of traits 

60 and mechanisms at play (Tardieu, Cabrera-Bosquet, Pridmore & Bennett 2017). Secondly, it can be 

61 used to make predictions on how these traits and mechanisms might interact under a plethora of 

62 environmental conditions, of which the impact is not always intuitive (Tardieu & Parent 2017), and 

63 where a model would allow for a thorough search towards a hypothetical ideotype (Sarlikioti et al. 

64 2011). However, the development of a whole-plant FSPM carries significant challenges and requires 

65 the most fundamental processes contributing to growth and development to be understood and 

66 incorporated. One of these crucial aspects is the effect of water limitation on leaf elongation rate, 

67 which has not yet been modelled within this context and is a necessary step towards the development 

68 of a drought-sensitive FSPM for any grass species. 

69 Leaf kinetics in terms of water availability have been previously studied at a fundamental level using 

70 the Lockhart (1965) equation, whereby turgor pressure is the driver of cell expansion in the leaves of 

71 many species (e.g., wheat (Zubairova et al. 2016), barley (Fricke & Flowers 1998), maize (Cramer & 

72 Bowman 1991; Cramer 1992)). However, these studies do not incorporate the ontogenetic changes 

73 that occur throughout a grass leaf life cycle, whereby three distinct cellular zones are formed (Skinner 

74 & Nelson 1995). Grass leaves are initially formed as a pool of dividing cells aptly named the division 

75 zone (DZ). After a period of time, the grass leaf cells positioned at the end of this zone undergo a 

76 transformation whereby their cell wall properties drastically change, making them more prone to 
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77 elongation and forming a new zone, referred to as the elongation-only zone (EOZ), where the bulk of 

78 leaf expansion takes place. Gradually, the cells within this zone transition into mature cells forming 

79 the mature zone (MZ), which gradually encompasses the entire leaf eventually halting leaf expansion. 

80 These ontogenetic changes were first included in a model by Durand et al. (1999) and later expanded 

81 by Fournier et al. (2005) whereby important parameters regarding the growth and differentiation of 

82 tissue zones within the elongating leaf were incorporated. However, the growth and transition rates 

83 within this model were based on a linear relation with thermal time without an underlying mechanistic 

84 growth model. The widely used concept of thermal time (Trudgill, Honek, Li & Van Straalen 2005) is 

85 based on the observation that the rate of growth and development within plants are largely linearly 

86 related to temperature within a species-specific upper and lower bound (i.e. the base temperature 

87 ; under which growth and/or development halts). If this range encompasses the majority of 𝑇𝑏

88 perceived temperature ranges in which these plants grow, it allows a uniform description of their 

89 growth and development rate (usually under the form of a sigmoid growth curve (e.g., Yin et al. 2003)) 

90 in terms of thermal time, making it valid for application under any temperature treatment within the 

91 linear range. 

92 The effects of drought on growth and transition rates distort this linear relationship with temperature, 

93 as thermal time is not affected by drought. It is widely reported that even mild drought stress results 

94 in a reduction in DZ and EOZ length, but also in a significant increase in growth duration (e.g., in maize 

95 (Avramova et al. 2017; Nelissen et al. 2018)). A dependency of both the elongation rates and the 

96 transition rates on water limitations is therefore warranted. A mechanistic grass leaf growth model 

97 thus requires a combination of the turgor-driven growth aspect of the Lockhart (1965) equation with 

98 the ontogenetic aspects of Durand et al. (1999) and Fournier et al. (2005), which is introduced in this 

99 paper. In a similar manner to how growth expressed in thermal time represents a linear relationship 

100 with the perceived temperature sum of the plant, the irreversible part of the Lockhart equation 

101 essentially describes a linear growth relationship with the perceived “growth-enabling turgor” sum. 
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102 The “growth-enabling turgor” is defined as the cumulative sum of effective turgor above the threshold 

103 turgor. The threshold turgor acts as a similar baseline as , as it represents the cut-off point under 𝑇𝑏

104 which growth and development halts. Using this approach, growth is essentially expressed in terms of 

105 perceived turgor, or “turgor-time”, which enables normalised growth expression under various 

106 treatments of water availability, similar to how thermal time is used to normalise the expression of 

107 plant growth over a variety of temperature treatments under well-watered conditions. 

108 Here, we introduce this new concept, named “turgor-time”, to represent the expression of both the 

109 growth rate and the transition rates of the individual leaf zones in terms of turgor pressure conditions 

110 in a novel functional-structural leaf model for grass leaf elongation. The model provides a mechanistic 

111 integration of grass leaf elongation in terms of water availability, carbon availability, and leaf 

112 ontogeny. Differences in elongation rate between tissue zones were captured by differences in cell 

113 wall extensibility which, in turn, represent the different cell wall structure of these zones. As a result, 

114 the parameters describing the leaf elongation rate (LER) relate directly to cell wall kinetics and leaf 

115 ontogeny. Ideally, these parameters would represent direct translations of genotypic traits which 

116 would have the benefit that such a parameter set, combined with our model, could be used for 

117 phenotyping, in order to better understand and optimise breeding efforts towards drought tolerance 

118 in future applications. This only holds true if the model parameters are insensitive to drought, and 

119 thus are valid in both control and drought conditions for a certain genotype. To evaluate this 

120 hypothesis, a case study was performed on maize (Zea mays L.), whereby a kinematic maize leaf data 

121 set for a control group and a group submitted to mild drought stress was compared to model 

122 simulations. Furthermore, theoretical simulations were conducted to evaluate if the turgor-driven 

123 growth concept is able to reconcile the effects of both sugar and water availability on leaf ontogeny, 

124 elongation rate and duration and thus, coincide with literature reports of drought stress on leaf 

125 elongation. To do so, various hypotheses with regards to diurnal variation in leaf soluble sugar content, 

126 soil and atmospheric drought stress, temperature, and their effects on the mechanism underlying leaf 

127 elongation were tested. 
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128

129 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

130 2.1 THE MODEL

131 THE ORIGINAL MODEL

132 The model from Durand et al. (1999) describes the ontogeny of a grass leaf through the progression 

133 of three tissue zones. The leaf is initiated, consisting solely of the division zone (DZ), where new cells 

134 are initiated. After a set thermal time (t ), cells from the DZ are transformed into rapidly-[°Cd]

135 elongating cells which form the elongation-only zone (EOZ). Slowly, at the distal end of the EOZ, cells 

136 mature and form the mature zone (MZ) where the elongation rate of the cells is zero and growth no 

137 longer takes place. The length of each of these zones is given by  and , Dz [m], Eoz [m] Mz [m]

138 respectively. The progression of these leaf zones was captured by the following set of differential 

139 equations:

140

dDz

dt = k1(1 ― a) Dz

dEoz

dt = k1aDz + k2(1 ― b) Eoz

dMz

dt = k2b Eoz

141 where  and  are the individual relative elongation rate (RER) of the  and , k1 k2 [°Cd ―1] DZ EOZ

142 respectively, regardless of transition rate. The latter is given by a and b [dimensionless], representing 

143 the relative rate of cell differentiation from DZ to , and from EOZ to MZ, respectively, proportional  EOZ

144 to the RER (e.g., at a = 1 the absolute transition rate is equal to the RER of the DZ (i.e. k1)). In an 

(1)
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145 extension of this model by Fournier et al. (2005), these proportional transition rates were made 

146 dependent on thermal time by: 

147

t < ta, a = 0
t ≥ ta, a = adz(t ― ta)

t < tb, b = 0
t ≥ tb, b = beoz(t ― tb)

148 Equation 2 uses a total of four parameters to describe the evolution of leaf zones, where  and  ta tb

149  relate to the timing of initial cell transformation, i.e. from  to , and from  to , [°Cd] Dz Eoz Eoz Mz

150 respectively. Parameters  and   relate to the rate at which the proportional cell adz beoz [°Cd ―1]

151 transformation rate increases with thermal time in the respective zones.

152

153 TURGOR-DRIVEN ELONGATION RATES

154 To introduce elongation dependent on water limitations, the Lockhart (1965) equation, including the 

155 elastic portion introduced by Ortega (1985), was applied to replace the parametric growth rates  k1

156 and : k2

157
1

lzone

dlzone

dt =
1

εzone

dψp

dt + ϕzone(max (ψp,Γ) ― Γ)

158 where the elongation rate of each zone ( ) depends on the cell wall properties of dlzone dt ―1 [m h ―1]

159 each zone (i.e. the elasticity  and the extensibility ) as well as the turgor εzone [MPa] ϕzone [MPa ―1 h ―1]

160 pressure ( ) and the threshold turgor ( ), which is the minimal amount of turgor ψp [MPa] Γ [MPa]

161 pressure required for irreversible yielding of the cell wall (i.e. actual growth). As the cellular structure 

162 between each zone is vastly different, the cell wall properties of each zone are also expected to differ 

163 significantly. In this study, we assumed fixed cell wall properties regardless of temperature or growth 

164 stage for model simplicity. However, inclusion of a temperature effect on the turgor-driven growth 

165 and transition rates is theoretically evaluated in more detail in a separate section below. Within the 

(2)

(3)
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166 DZ, cell wall extensibility is non-zero, required for the creation of new cell layers. In the EOZ, cell wall 

167 extensibility is expected to be higher than in the other zones, due to the inherent elongating 

168 capabilities of these cells. The MZ contains only non-growing cells and is therefore considered to have 

169 a negligible extensibility (Lu & Neumann 1998). Additionally, elasticity of the MZ can be 10-20 higher 

170 than the growing zones (Thomas, James & Humphreys 1999). In the original model by Durand et al. 

171 (1999), only irreversible deformation was considered in the form of individual RER parameters per leaf 

172 zone (i.e. k1 and k2). Incorporation of the Ortega (1985) equation in the model adds these elastic 

173 changes (left-hand side of the equation), while incorporation of the Lockhart (1965) equation warrants 

174 the replacement of these RER parameters by the turgor-driven growth concept: 

175

1
εDz

dψp

dt + k1 =
1

εDz

dψp

dt + ϕDz
(max (ψp,Γ) ― Γ)

1
εEoz

dψp

dt + k2 =
1

εEoz

dψp

dt + ϕEoz
(max (ψp,Γ) ― Γ)

1
εMz

dψp

dt =
1

εMz

dψp

dt

176 whereby k1 and k2 are expressed in normal time . Notably, this equation introduces the elastic [h ―1]

177 properties of the mature zone without the capability of growth. Thus, the turgor-driven elongation 

178 rate of each zone can be given as: 

179

dDz

dt = Dz( 1
εDz

dψp

dt + (1 ― a)(ϕDz
(max (ψp,Γ) ― Γ)))

dEoz

dt =  a Dz ϕDz
(max (ψp,Γ) ― Γ) + Eoz( 1

εEoz

dψp

dt + (1 ― b)(ϕEoz
(max (ψp,Γ) ― Γ)))

 
dMz

dt =  b Eoz ϕEoz
(max (ψp,Γ) ― Γ) + Mz

1
εMz

dψp

dt

180 As we focus solely on leaf elongation here, we assume a 1-dimensional model for simplicity. The 

181 straightforward extension of the model to 3D, which is relevant for applications such as functional-

182 structural plant modelling, whereby total leaf area plays a prominent role, are given in Supplementary 

(4)

(5)
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183 Material S1. In a 1D elongation model, the total change in leaf volume is governed entirely by the 

184 increase in leaf length: 

185
1
V

dV
dt =

1
l

dl
dt

186 Or: 

187
1
V

dV
dt =

1
Dz + Eoz + Mz(dDz

dt +
dEoz

dt +
dMz

dt  )
188 The total volume of the leaf is determined by: 

189 V = (Dz + Eoz + Mz) w thk fshape

190 with  and  representing the (constant) leaf width and thickness.  is a w thk [m] fshape [dimensionless]

191 factor representing the fractional leaf area when compared to a rectangle with the same length / 

192 width ratio: 

193 fshape =
Aleaf

(Dz + Eoz + Mz) w

194 where  is the actual leaf area. Aleaf [m2]

195 The result of applying the Lockhart (1965) equation as a replacement of the parametric growth rates 

196 (Eq. 4) is that leaf volume and leaf turgor pressure are now mutually connected. An increase in leaf 

197 turgor (above the threshold) increases the growth rate and subsequently relaxes leaf turgor. If turgor 

198 remains at, or below, the threshold, no growth occurs. The variations in leaf turgor that are observable 

199 throughout a day and consequently make leaf growth possible, are driven by the flow of water. Leaf 

200 water loss due to transpiration results in a decrease in turgor pressure, whereas water inflow due to 

201 plant water transport results in an increase in turgor pressure. The inflow of water also causes a 

202 change in leaf volume: 

203
dW
dt = ρw

dV
dt

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
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204 where  represents the mass flow of water, with a constant density  of dW dt ―1 [g h ―1] ρw [g m ―3]

205 1,000,000. 

206 This relation between water flow and organ volume allows the modelling of turgor pressure in 

207 function of a change in water content by combining Eqs. 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 11 (see Supplementary 

208 Material S2 for a more detailed derivation of this equation). Thus, the change in turgor can be 

209 expressed in function of the change in water content, resulting in:

210

dψp

dt

= [ 1
(Dz + Eoz + Mz) w thk fshape ρw

dW
dt ― (DzϕDz + EozϕEoz

Dz + Eoz + Mz )(max (ψp,Γ) ― Γ)] ∗  

(Dz
1

εDz

+ Eoz
1

εEoz

+ Mz
1

εMz

Dz + Eoz + Mz )
―1

211 or, when introducing  and , which dynamically represent the fDz, fEoz, fMz [dimensionless]

212 fraction of the leaf currently in the DZ, EOZ, or MZ, respectively: 

213
dψp

dt = [ 1
l w thk fshape ρw

dW
dt ― (fDzϕDz + fEozϕEoz

)(max (ψp,Γ) ― Γ)] ∗  (fDz

1
εDz

+ fEoz

1
εEoz

+ fMz

1
εMz

) ―1

214 This equation can then be used to calculate the change in different tissue zones from Eq. 5. 

215

216 TURGOR-DRIVEN TRANSITION RATES BASED ON TURGOR-TIME

217 Both growth rates and transition rates were assumed linearly related to thermal time in the original 

218 model by Durand et al. (1999) as well as in the extension by Fournier et al. (2005). The inclusion of 

(11)

(12)
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219 turgor-driven growth results in a dependency of growth rates of each leaf zone on the established 

220 turgor pressure within the leaf, but leaves transition rates unaffected. A dependency of the 

221 progression of  and  on turgor conditions is therefore warranted. We propose the introduction of a a b

222 new concept called “turgor-time” ( ) to model these transition rate variables. tψp [MPa h]

223 Whereas thermal time is calculated as the difference in average temperature and crop base 

224 temperature, turgor-time is similarly calculated, using the difference between current turgor pressure 

225 and the lowest turgor-pressure to enable growth (i.e. the turgor threshold, ). One physical hour (Γ t [h]

226 ) can therefore be transformed into turgor hours by: 

227 tψp = t (max (ψp,Γ) ― Γ)

228 Introducing this concept into Eq. 2 results in a dependency of the transition rate progression on turgor 

229 pressure: 

230

tψp < tψp
a , a = 0

tψp ≥ tψp
a , a = aψp

dz(tψp ― tψp
a )

tψp < tψp
b , b = 0

tψp ≥ tψp
b , b = bψp

eoz(tψp ― tψp
b )

231 where  and  represent the turgor-based timing of cell transformation initiation.  and tψp
a tψp

b [MPa h] aψp
dz

232  determine the rate at which the transition increases with turgor-time. This bψp
eoz [MPa ―1 h ―1]

233 definition of turgor-time means that essentially both the growth and transition rates within this model 

234 are linearly expressed in terms of turgor-time. 

235 Whereas the expression of growth in terms of thermal time has the advantage of having a uniform 

236 expression in terms of temperature treatments, the concept of turgor-time attempts to do the same 

237 for treatments of water availability. However, a dependency on temperature must be included in the 

238 Lockhart (1965) equation to capture the effects on growth of both temperature and turgor within the 

239 turgor-time concept. Temperature can have a variety of effects on the growth parameters used in our 

240 model (see discussion section). For simplicity, we use the inverse temperature/threshold turgor 

(13)

(14)
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241 relation established in Proseus et al. (2000) in an example to evaluate the relation between growth 

242 expressed in thermal time versus turgor-time when temperature dependencies are included in the 

243 turgor-driven growth model. Proseus et al. (2000) quantified this relation between temperature, 

244 turgor and growth by using large-celled algae as a model for plant growth and found that under re-

245 established turgor (i.e. compensating for the osmotic effect of temperature) at low temperatures, 

246 growth did not resume unless turgor was raised above the original value. Raising turgor pressure 

247 under these reduced temperatures was able to almost completely compensate for the temperature-

248 induced growth reduction. As a result, a linear temperature-dependency of threshold turgor could 

249 compensate, for a large part, the temperature effect on growth. In theory, this assumption would 

250 allow the turgor-time concept to capture the effects of both drought stress and temperature within a 

251 single growth curve (Fig. 1). In order to test this hypothesis, the relationship between growth rate 

252 expressed in thermal time as opposed to turgor-time was investigated under different temperature 

253 dependencies of the threshold turgor and differences in prevailing turgor pressure within the growing 

254 zone. However, this temperature dependency was not included in the case study as there was no 

255 difference in temperature treatments within the data.

256

257 DAILY FLUCTUATIONS IN TURGOR PRESSURE

258 Modelling realistic daily fluctuations in turgor pressure in a solitary leaf requires basic assumptions 

259 regarding the regulating factors for establishing turgor pressure in the cells. This includes the water 

260 loss due to transpiration, the daily fluctuations of sheath/stem water potential due to transpirational 

261 water loss of previously established leaves and the osmotic pressure within the developing leaf. In an 

262 effort to showcase the model dynamics, rather than the underlying drivers of turgor pressure, a 

263 conscious decision was made to model these assumptions in the simplest manner that maintains a 

264 basic level of realism.
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265 Firstly, the transpiration rate of the developing leaf (i.e. the modelled leaf) was modelled as a fixed 

266 pattern, the magnitude of which increases with respect to the growing leaf area: 

267 Eleaf = Escalemax (0,

sin((t ― 8)π
12 ) + 0.5

1.5 )Aleaf

268 This function models leaf transpiration ( ) as a strictly positive sine function, representing Eleaf [g h ―1]

269 a day length of 16 hours with sunrise at 6 AM and sunset at 22 PM, corresponding to the treatment 

270 applied to the kinematic dataset (see below). A scale parameter ( ) was used which Escale [g h ―1 m ―2]

271 represents the peak transpiration rate which depends on the overall leaf area ( ). In reality, Aleaf[m2]

272 transpiration rates may also be dependent on leaf or plant age, which was not considered in this 

273 approach. 

274 Transpiration rates of the previously established leaves ( ) were modelled similarly, but Ecanopy [g h ―1]

275 their increase in leaf area was considered negligible. Thus, a fixed scale parameter ( ) Acanopy [m2]

276 represents the magnitude of water loss of the canopy during the day. 

277 Ecanopy = Escalemax (0,

sin((t ― 8)π
12 ) + 0.5

1.5 )Acanopy

278 The water loss within the developing leaf will directly impact the leaf turgor pressure due to the loss 

279 in water content (Eq. 12). For the whole canopy a more simplified approach is taken, where the loss 

280 of water impacts the canopy water potential ( ) based on the whole canopy water ψw,  canopy [MPa]

281 content ( ) and the canopy hydraulic capacitance ( ): Wcanopy [g] Ccanopy [g MPa ―1]

282 ψw,  canopy =
Wcanopy ― Wmax

canopy 
Ccanopy

283 where  is the maximal canopy water content. Similarly, the stem compartment water Wmax
canopy [g]

284 potential ( ) can be modelled: ψw,  stem [MPa]

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)
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285 ψw,  stem =
Wstem ― Wmax

stem 
Cstem

286 based on the stem hydraulic capacitance ( ) and the difference between current (Cstem [g MPa ―1]

287 ) and maximum ( ) stem water content. Stem water content will be directly Wstem [g] Wmax
stem [g]

288 impacted by the water loss from transpiration of both the elongating leaf and the established canopy. 

289 For simplicity, these compartments are assumed to be the only transport pathways. The flow within 

290 these pathways ( ) is driven by their difference in water potential and the Fstem; Fcanopy; Fleaf [g h ―1]

291 respective average xylem transport resistance of the entire pathway ( ; ; Rx
soil→stem Rx

stem→canopy

292  ): Rx
stem→leaf [MPa h g ―1]

293

Fstem =
ψsoil ― ψstem

Rx
soil→stem

Fcanopy =
ψstem ― ψcanopy

Rx
stem→canopy

Fleaf =
ψstem ― ψleaf

Rx
stem→leaf

 

294 As a result, both soil water potential ( ) and transpiration rates will be the main ψsoil [MPa]

295 determinants of water availability during leaf growth. 

296 Leaf water potential is determined by both turgor and osmotic components:

297 ψleaf = ψp + ψo

298 whereby the osmotic potential ( ) is determined by the soluble sugar concentration (ψo [MPa] Csugar

299 ) within the leaf according to the van ‘t Hoff equation:  [mol m ―3]

300 ψo = ―RTCsugar

301 The soluble sugar concentration is where photo-assimilate availability (through photosynthesis) will 

302 impact leaf growth within the turgor-driven growth concept, with lower availability resulting in a less 

303 negative osmotic potential (Coussement, De Swaef, Lootens & Steppe 2020). This will, in turn, lower 

(19)

(20)

(21)
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304 the growing leaf’s ability to generate a high turgor pressure required for growth. However, soluble 

305 sugar concentration is difficult to consider for an isolated leaf, as the whole-plant interactions play an 

306 important role in the overall production, conversion, and transport priorities of accumulated 

307 carbohydrates. Therefore, a fixed osmotic potential, directly linked to soil water availability was 

308 assumed. The rationale behind this decision is that with such an approach the entire model dynamics 

309 are caused by plant-water relations. Alternative patterns for the osmotic potential were also explored, 

310 namely a fixed diurnal patterns and an increasing diurnal pattern with leaf development to better 

311 understand the role of the osmotic potential within the model. The link to soil water potential ( ; ψs

312 MPa) was included because leaves are capable of osmotic adjustment under drought stress (e.g., in 

313 barley (Matsuda and Riazi 1981), wheat (Munns & Weir 1981), maize (Michelena and Boyer 

314 1982; Westgate and Boyer 1985)). As a result, the following function was used: 

315 ψo,leaf = ψww
o,leaf + c ∗ ψs

316 where leaf osmotic potential ( ) is directly linked to a baseline osmotic potential under ψo,leaf [MPa]

317 well-watered conditions ( ) with a linear capacity for osmotic adjustment (ψww
o,leaf [MPa]

318 ) based on soil water availability.c [dimensionless]

319

320 2.2 MODEL CALIBRATION, IMPLEMENTATION, SENSITIVITY, AND SIMULATION 

321 SCENARIOS

322 MODEL CALIBRATION USING A MAIZE KINEMATIC EXPERIMENT

323 The model was developed to present a general framework to assess grass leaf growth under both well-

324 watered and drought conditions. Besides a theoretical verification of the model with literature 

325 reported observations, a case study was conducted for maize using experimental data to obtain 

(22)
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326 realistic parameter values and validation results. To this end, data from the kinematic experiment 

327 from Nelissen et al. (2018) was used. Within this experiment length of the entire leaf and of the 

328 division zone (DZ) were measured under control and mild drought treatments for the fourth leaf of 

329 maize plants (V3 stage). For the mild drought treatment, water content was allowed to drop to a soil 

330 water content of 70% of the well-watered treatment, corresponding to a soil water potential of -0.52 

331 MPa, and -0.02 MPa, respectively. The plants were grown under growth chamber conditions (VIB, 

332 51.0180° N, 3.6941° E) with a 16-hour light period from 6 AM to 22 PM. Light period temperature was 

333 set to 26 °C and 22 °C for the dark period. Water supply was automated to ensure equal conditions 

334 between the plant within each treatment. The mild drought treatment was obtained by a linear 

335 reduction in soil water content starting at the time of sowing before reaching the final  of -0.52 MPa ψs

336 after 6 days. The fourth leaf emerged 7 days after sowing, and it was assumed that the leaf is initiated 

337 4 days prior. Thus, a linear decrease in from -60h to +84 hours was included in the model. The crop ψs

338 base temperature (which only serves for the conversion of simulation results to thermal time) was 

339 assumed 0°C, to coincide with 24 degree days in a single day. The data from both treatments were 

340 simultaneously used to calibrate the model, obtaining estimates for the ontogeny parameters (aψp
dz, 

341 ), the initial length value for DZ, the extensibility parameters for each zone, the transport bψp
eoz, tψp

a , tψp
b

342 resistances within the system and the osmotic compensation factor .  A fixed value of -0.6 MPa for c

343  was assumed (Tang & Boyer 2002). ψww
o,leaf

344 During this experiment, no measurements of whole-plant transpiration, sap flow, or water potential 

345 components were conducted. Daily monitoring in the kinematic experiment excluded the possibility 

346 for observing diurnal trends. An estimate for leaf transpiration rate and overall canopy leaf area at the 

347 V3 stage was obtained from a second experiment, which was conducted on the same genotype under 

348 slightly different conditions in the greenhouse at VIB. The plants were grown on a high-throughput 

349 phenotyping system with automated watering. All plants were photographed daily from six side angles 

350 and one top view to facilitate 3D reconstruction. This allowed extraction of total leaf area at the V3 
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351 stage of the plants. These data were combined with gas exchange measurements, conducted using a 

352 portable photosynthesis system (model LI- 6400XT, Li-Cor Inc., Licoln, Nebraska, USA) to determine a 

353 realistic estimate of  and thus also , and six additional parameters ( , , , Eleaf Ecanopy Wmax
stem Wmax

canopy Cstem

354 , , and ) to realistically describe the patterns relating to a stage V3 plant. Ccanopy Rx
soil→stem Rx

stem→canopy

355

356 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION, CALIBRATION, AND SENSITIVITY

357 The model was implemented in Rstudio (R version 3.5.3; R Core Team 2016). The system of differential 

358 equations was bundled in a single function for use with the package deSolve (Soetaert et al. 2010a; 

359 Soetaert et al. 2010b) which has access to a variety of solvers. The model was solved using the “vode” 

360 solver (Brown, Byrne & Hindmarsh 1989) which can be accessed through this package, chosen for its 

361 capability of solving stiff systems. Even though the model, applied to a solitary leaf, is not an inherently 

362 difficult problem to solve, the stiff nature of the dynamic system of water transport equations applied 

363 to a more complex structure can lead to drastically increased computation times if the appropriate 

364 solver is not chosen (e.g., Nikinmaa et al. 2014; Coussement et al. 2018). 

365 Model calibration was done using the DZ and total leaf length data, as well as the derived leaf 

366 elongation rate, from the kinematic experiment under control conditions. The goal function was 

367 defined as the product of the mean sum of squares of both datasets at the corresponding simulation 

368 times.  

369 Model sensitivity was evaluated using relative sensitivity functions , whereby the sensitivity of 𝑆(𝑦𝑖)

370 each parameter ( ) was evaluated by comparing the effect on simulated leaf length ( ), when the 𝜃 𝑦𝑖

371 parameter is varied 1% ( ) around their optimised value  (Steppe, De Pauw, Lemeur & Vanrolleghem ∆

372 2006):

373 𝑆(𝑦𝑖) =
𝑦𝑖(𝜃 + ∆𝜃) ― 𝑦𝑖(𝜃 ― ∆𝜃)

2𝑦𝑖(𝜃) 100 (23)
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374 Ranking of relative sensitivity curves facilitated ordering the parameter set based on relative influence 

375 on overall leaf length development. Visual comparison of the sensitivity curves facilitated assessment 

376 of collinearity. Collinearity (De Pauw, Steppe & De Baets 2008) between a pair of parameter sensitivity 

377 curves is an indication that a change in one parameter value can be compensated by a change in 

378 another, leading to a pair of parameters which cannot be simultaneously estimated. As a result, at 

379 least one of these parameters will need to be assumed fixed, based on their relative sensitivity or 

380 parameter stability. In order to facilitate interpretation of these curves, each curve was summarized 

381 into an index (i.e., average, absolute sensitivity value) for each distinct growing phase of the leaf: early 

382 growth stage (0 – 125 °Cd), linear growth stage (125 – 300 °Cd), maturation stage (300 – 600 °Cd). This 

383 process was repeated for the two measured scenarios (i.e., control conditions at -0.02 MPa and ψs 

384 mild drought stress at  -0.52 MPa) as well as a theoretical severe drought scenario whereby was ψs ψs

385 -1.5 MPa.

386

387 MODEL PERFORMANCE UNDER DROUGHT STRESS CONDITIONS 

388 Aside from evaluating the goodness of fit of the model in both measured treatments, theoretical 

389 model scenarios on water deficit were conducted and compared with reported observations on 

390 drought stress on leaf elongation rate: i) a stronger reduction in soil water potential; ii) an increase in 

391 transpiration rate; iii) a reduction in soil water potential with lower transpiration rates (representing 

392 the effect of stomatal closure); iv) drought stress (soil) with early and late rewatering. In all these 

393 scenarios, soil water potential was gradually decreased during the first few days of the simulation, 

394 similar to the experimental setups.

395 3. RESULTS

396 DROUGHT STRESS REDUCES ELONGATION RATE BUT INCREASES ELONGATION DURATION 
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397 Model simulations of grass leaf elongation with calibrated parameters under well-watered conditions 

398 (Table 1) were in line with simulation patterns of the original model by Durand et al. (1999), and 

399 additionally showed the patterns of contraction and expansion (Fig. 2). These patterns are the result 

400 of changes in turgor during the day, triggered by diurnal cycles of water loss due to transpiration. The 

401 turgor-driven leaf elongation model was able to adequately describe the measured patterns of leaf 

402 length under well-watered and drought conditions (Fig. 2A; B). Simulations of DZ length are slightly 

403 skewed compared to the measured patterns (Fig. 2C; D). The pattern of leaf elongation rate (Fig. 2E; 

404 F) shows a rather stable period of elongation corresponding to the period of linear growth after which 

405 a steep decline occurs. With the same model parameters but a lower soil water potential (  from -ψs

406 0.02 to -0.52 MPa), the model simulated a slight reduction in elongation rate with an increase in leaf 

407 elongation duration (LED), which closely corresponded to the measured data (Fig. 2B; D; F). Overall, 

408 final leaf length was shorter as the slower elongation rate was not fully compensated by the increase 

409 in LED. DZ length was similarly lower, with a slower transition to EOZ. 

410

411 ELONGATION RATE AND DURATION APPEAR TO BE INVERSELY RELATED, GOVERNED BY THE 

412 TRANSITION RATE

413 A full list of model parameter and input sensitivity indices per growth stage and drought treatment in 

414 terms of final leaf length is given in Supplementary Material S3. The general sensitivity of the model 

415 towards each parameter or input increased with increasing drought stress. This trend is especially 

416 strong with model sensitivity towards the soil water potential and the osmotic compensation factor. 

417 Rather unexpectedly, model sensitivity is generally highest during the division and elongation stages 

418 of the growth, with the relative importance of the elongation phase increasing with incremental 

419 drought stress. A noticeable exception to this rule is the influence of the transition parameter from 

420 the EOZ to the MZ ( ) of which the maximal influence coincides with the maturation stage.  is beoz beoz
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421 negatively correlated to final leaf length, as a higher transition rate results in a faster maturity and 

422 thus a reduction in LED.

423 The highest model sensitivity, regardless of drought treatment, could be found in the soluble sugar 

424 concentration where relative leaf elongation rates are highest. Other notably sensitive parameters 

425 include the zone extensibilities and the threshold turgor. A collinearity existed between the threshold 

426 turgor and the soluble sugar concentration because both direct the magnitude of the established 

427 turgor at any time in the simulation, with no changes across leaf development stage. The impact of 

428 transition from DZ to EOZ ( ) was relatively small, but interestingly showed a positive sensitivity in 𝑎𝑑𝑧

429 early growth stages and a negative sensitivity in the later growth stages, indicating that a higher 

430 transition rate between DZ and EOZ can lead to a rapid burst of elongation but at the expense of LED. 

431 The sensitivities of the elasticity components in each zone were a factor 10-20 lower than the 

432 extensibilities. Even so, the elasticities in the DZ especially, and in the EOZ to a lesser extent, had a 

433 lasting positive effect on the final leaf length. Sensitivities of stem or canopy capacitance were very 

434 limited, possibly because our simplified assumptions of water flow and storage in the plant do not 

435 include negative feedbacks (e.g., increased resistance or stomatal closure) of decreased water supply 

436 in these organs. Instead, these effects are captured in the more sensitive parameters for leaf and 

437 canopy transpiration, organ water content, and overall transport resistance. Leaf elongation rate is 

438 more sensitive to the transpiration rate of the established canopy than that of the growing leaf 

439 especially in the early growth stages. 

440

441 DROUGHT-TRIGGERED TURGOR LOSS INHIBITS BOTH ELONGATION AND TRANSITION RATES

442 A more negative soil water potential ( ) resulted in a stronger inhibiting effect on leaf growth and a ψs

443 stimulating effect on LED (Fig. 3A). When becomes too negative, so that the osmotic compensation ψs 

444 effect (Eq. 22) can no longer raise turgor above the threshold, growth completely halts (data not 

445 shown). A theoretical drought scenario where  was reduced from -0.02 to -0.52 MPa between -60 ψs
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446 and 84 °Cd (as in the experiment) with an early rewatering ( recovery to -0.02 MPa between 84 and ψs 

447 150 °Cd) showed a gradual inhibition in LERs upon application of drought but a rapid recovery of LERs 

448 and thus barely increased LED (Fig. 3B). Later rewatering, namely after peak elongation phase (ψs 

449 recovery to -0.02 MPa between 350 and 450 °Cd), still resulted in a small restoration of LERs but LED 

450 is significantly increased (Fig. 3B). The magnitude of transpiration rates affects LER in a similar way as 

451 soil water deficit (Fig. 3C), whereby an increase in transpiration rate results in water deficit and thus 

452 a drought stress response on LER and LED, and vice versa. However, contrasting to soil water deficit, 

453 this effect results in increased differences between light and dark period elongation rates, as 

454 transpiration rate primarily affects light period water availability. Under realistic drought conditions, 

455 whereby stomatal closure regulates the plant’s water loss due to transpiration, the effect of a low ψs 

456 on LER is slightly alleviated with a lower transpiration rate, as the light period LER is less severely 

457 inhibited (Fig. 3D).

458

459 TURGOR-TIME RESULTS IN NORMALISATION OF GROWTH CURVES OVER DIFFERENT 

460 DROUGHT TREATMENTS

461 Decreasing resulted in a reduction in simulated length of each leaf zone (Fig. 4). When expressed ψs 

462 in terms of thermal time, the effect of decreased s on LED results in a different elongation pattern 

463 for various drought treatments (Fig. 4A; C; E) as the drought stress effect on LER and LED does not 

464 impact perceived temperature for the plant. However, when expressed in terms of turgor-time, the 

465 growth patterns of each scenario are remarkably similar (Fig. 4B; D; F) as the perceived turgor-time is 

466 linearly related to the growth rate. This is the result of the slowdown in growth being captured by a 

467 smaller increase in leaf turgor age under stress, especially during daytime hours. As a result, the length 

468 of a single day under heavy drought stress has a severely reduced impact on the progression of leaf 

469 turgor age while leaf thermal age remains unaffected (Fig. 4B; D; F).
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470 If turgor-time were to function as a metric to normalise growth expression under different 

471 temperature and drought regimes, growth simulations with the Lockhart equation under different 

472 temperatures should result in identical growth rates when expressed in thermal time (i.e. a constant 

473 LER per unit of thermal time). We observed that the integration of a linear dependency of threshold 

474 turgor on temperature only resulted in constant LERs (expressed per thermal time unit) for specific 

475 combinations of parameters and temperature. The LER per unit thermal time was found to be 

476 dependent on the slope between threshold turgor and temperature, the value of threshold turgor 

477 itself, and the magnitude of prevailing turgor pressure. A visual representation of these results is given 

478 in Fig. 5, which shows the simulated LER per unit thermal time for various slope values and 

479 temperature treatments under stable turgor conditions (i.e., no change in turgor pressure due to 

480 diurnal variations). In this example, only one specific slope variable (i.e. -0.01667 MPa °C-1) was able 

481 to maintain a stable growth rate in terms of thermal time under the chosen conditions. Moreover, 

482 growth rate stability per thermal time was further dependent upon the prevailing turgor pressure (Fig. 

483 6) even when the derived slope variable of 0.08 MPa °C-1 was used. This theoretical exercise showed 

484 that, in reality, a more complex relation than linear between turgor-driven growth and temperature 

485 is needed, possibly including an effect on extensibility as well (Pritchard, Wyn Jones et al. 1990; 

486 Cosgrove 2000; Pietruszka and Lewicka 2007), before turgor-time can be used as a uniform expression 

487 of growth and development across both temperature and drought treatments.

488

489 DIURNAL FLUCTUATIONS IN OSMOTIC POTENTIAL CAN LEAD TO TURGOR ACCUMULATION 

490 AND REVERSED SAP FLOW

491 As the sensitivity analysis showed that LER is highly sensitive to the osmotic potential, the validity and 

492 implications of our assumption of a stable osmotic potential was also investigated with two alternative 

493 diurnal osmotic patterns (Fig. 7). These patterns were based on the assumption that osmotic 

494 concentration increases due to import of solutes, whereby solute concentration reaches its maximum 
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495 at sunset and consumption of solutes due to growth during the night causes a minimum at sunrise. In 

496 a first scenario, this fixed diurnal pattern is assumed constant over the course of leaf development 

497 (Fig. 7C). In a second scenario, it is assumed that the osmotic potential remains rather stable during 

498 the early growth phases, and the amplitude of these fluctuations increases with leaf development 

499 (i.e., the fraction of MZ in the leaf) (Fig. 7E). Introducing either diurnal pattern in the simulations 

500 causes daily peaks in turgor pressure which coincide with the highest osmotic solute concentration 

501 (sunset). In the first scenario, where these daily turgor peaks are already present in the early growth 

502 stages, these peaks resulted in an acceleration of growth. However, in the later growth stages (in both 

503 scenarios), when the fraction of mature leaf increases and extensibility becomes low, these daily 

504 turgor peaks led to a reversed pressure gradient, in turn, leading to reversed sap flow (from leaf to 

505 stem). As a result, the leaf started elastic contraction soon after sunset (Fig. 7D; F) rather than the 

506 transpiration-driven contraction at sunrise (Fig. 7B).

507

508 4. DISCUSSION

509 TURGOR-DRIVEN GROWTH- AND TRANSITION SIMULATIONS CAPTURE LITERATURE 

510 REPORTED DROUGHT STRESS RESPONSES IN TERMS OF ELONGATION RATES, DURATION 

511 AND ZONE TRANSITION

512 Our model simulations under drought stress correspond with various literature-reported observations 

513 of LER under water deficit. Daytime depressions (but not a total growth halt) in leaf elongation rate 

514 (Tardieu, Parent, Caldeira & Welcker 2014), which are increased by mild water deficit (Parent, Suard, 

515 Serraj & Tardieu 2010; Pantin, Simonneau, Rolland, Dauzat & Muller 2011; Caldeira et al. 2014) are 

516 clearly visible in the model simulations (Fig. 2, 3). Drought stress reduces the length of the growing 

517 zone (Durand et al. 1995), which results in a more basal position of DZ due to a significant reduction 
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518 in DZ cell number and size (Nelissen et al. 2018), and also an increase in growth duration (Nelissen et 

519 al. 2018). Similarly, cell expansion rate severely reduces, but time spent in the elongation zone 

520 increases, whereas these adverse effects in DZ and EOZ are less pronounced in drought-tolerant 

521 species (Avramova et al. 2017). Fast rewatering under mild drought, before the peak of the elongation 

522 stage, is able to nearly completely restore drought-induced LER inhibition and therefore does not lead 

523 to an increase in LED (Fig. 3B). A decrease in VPD (and thus reduced leaf transpiration; Fig. 3C) can 

524 lead to a rapid increase in LER in both light and dark periods (Parrish & Wolf 1983). In our model, this 

525 LER increase under lower VPD can be maintained for several days after emergence, which is in line 

526 with a detailed study on Arabidopsis (Pantin et al. 2011), however, due to a related decrease in LED, 

527 our model shows a faster leaf maturity (and thus reduced LERs) for which we found no previous 

528 reports. Transpiration rate also affects the magnitude of the difference between light and dark period 

529 LER, whereby higher transpiration has a stronger inhibiting effect on light period LER (Fig. 3C), as 

530 observed in stomatal mutants in Arabidopsis (Pantin et al. 2011). 

531 In our model, we assume equal water status across each leaf zone. This is not a far-fetched assumption 

532 for the osmotic portion of the model, with a near-equal sink strength observed for the DZ and EOZ in 

533 tall-fescue (Allard & Nelson, 1991).  These leaves spend up to 80% of their elongating phase as net 

534 importers of assimilates (Brégard & Allard 1999), so this assumption may hold for the bulk of leaf 

535 development, as later deviations will affect overall LER less than during initial development. Aside 

536 from the osmotic portion, the water status of the leaf is reported to be different in the MZ as opposed 

537 to the growing zones because the MZ has a high hydraulic capacitance while the EOZ has a lower 

538 capacitance (Caldeira et al. 2014). The result of this effect is that minimal transpiration can create a 

539 sharp decrease in LER (i.e. in the EOZ) which is able to recover fast, while overall leaf water potential 

540 is slower to respond (Caldeira et al. 2014). Tardieu et al. (2000) reports a more drastic inhibition of 

541 EOZ elongation rate than the DZ. This could occur due to a higher local transpiration rate, or a higher 

542 extensibility in the EOZ, both of which can lead to lower turgor. It would be possible to include these 

543 dynamics within the model by assuming a non-equal water status in the model, including lateral water 
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544 flows within the leaf, and top-down streams from the stored water in the MZ to the elongating zones. 

545 This comes at the cost of complicating the model and the solving process of the system and practical 

546 application may be hindered by difficulties in capturing these fine-scale movements of water and 

547 sugar loading within the different zones. While such an addition may be interesting for specifically 

548 studying the dynamics over time, we considered such level of detail excessive for studying the turgor-

549 driven growth dynamics of the whole-leaf scale. 

550

551 ADJUSTMENTS IN LEAF OSMOTIC POTENTIAL ARE THE KEY TO MAINTAINING GROWTH UNDER 

552 DROUGHT STRESS AND DURING LEAF INITIATION

553 Sensitivity analysis of the model revealed that the osmotic potential is one of the largest determinants 

554 of the elongation rates, especially in the early stages of leaf development. This is unsurprising, as the 

555 magnitude of leaf osmotic potential determines the magnitude of turgor-pressure in a hydraulic 

556 system with no growth. Although we modelled a constant osmotic potential, diurnal fluctuations in 

557 leaf osmotic potential may exist, depending on import and consumption of carbohydrates in dividing 

558 and elongating cell tissue, and production and export from the mature cell zones. Leaf soluble sugar 

559 content is reported to be minimal around sunrise and maximal around sunset (e.g., barley (Sicher et 

560 al. 1984); maize (Ning et al. 2018)), although peak times may differ depending on the developmental 

561 stage of the plant (e.g., wheat (Ning et al. 2018)). While data of these diurnal variations in the DZ and 

562 the EOZ are scarce, it is these fluctuations that are of primary importance for our modelling results, as 

563 they dictate turgor pressure within the zones that are enabling leaf elongation. The assumed equal 

564 water status across all leaf zones means that the diurnal patterns in osmotic and turgor pressure 

565 simulated in the entire leaf closely resemble those of the DZ and EOZ. However, evidence suggests 

566 that diurnal fluctuations in osmotic potential in the basal zone (in the range of 0.05 MPa) of a growing 

567 maize leaf are less pronounced than those in mature regions (in the range of 0.5 MPa) (Tang & Boyer 

568 2002). This could be related to an active control of carbon availability within these basal zones where 
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569 leaf hydraulics during the early growth stages play a minor role (Pantin et al. 2011). This active loading 

570 in the division and elongation zones could be the reason why inclusion of a gradual application of 

571 drought in the early division stage (rather than constant immediate drought) proved essential for 

572 realistic drought simulations (Figs. 2, 3, 4) with our model. Simulations with a full drought from leaf 

573 initiation heavily inhibited leaf growth unless the initial size of the DZ was increased which may imply 

574 active osmotic loading in these cells to be essential for leaf development under drought (Pantin et al. 

575 2011). This is further supported by sensitivity analysis of the model, which revealed the osmotic 

576 potential to be the most influential factor in establishing early leaf growth, its influence only increasing 

577 as drought stress is applied (Supplementary material 3).

578 The effect of diurnal fluctuations in osmotic potential on the model simulations, both with a constant 

579 diurnal pattern, and an increasing amplitude with leaf development (Fig. 7) were separately 

580 investigated. Interestingly, simulations resulted in large increases in nighttime turgor in the MZ, as 

581 accumulation of soluble sugar caused water inflow with limited to no cell-wall yielding (i.e. no 

582 extensibility). This is in agreement with observations made in the mature zones of maize leaves, which 

583 are reported to generate higher turgor than elongating zones (Tang & Boyer 2002; Bouchabké, Tardieu 

584 & Simonneau 2006). Vice-versa, a drop in leaf water potential and turgor pressure has been reported 

585 in the growing zones of maize leaves (Tang & Boyer 2002; Bouchabké et al. 2006), which corresponds 

586 to our modelling results in all osmotic scenarios, where relaxation of cell walls in the EOZ under 

587 favourable turgor results in a reduction in turgor pressure (Fig. 7). However, Bouchabké et al. (2006) 

588 state that within the EOZ, turgor pressure is highest in the cell areas with the largest RER, which 

589 indicates active loading of osmotic solutes to maintain turgor pressure within these cells. 

590

591 TRANSPIRATION RATES CAN HAVE DROUGHT-ALLEVIATING OR -AGGRAVATING EFFECTS ON 

592 LEAF ELONGATION RATES
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593 By keeping the osmotic potential constant, we ensured that diurnal fluctuations in the model 

594 originated from hydraulics only. With a fixed soil water potential, transpiration rates cause the 

595 fluctuations in daytime elongation rates. The transpiration rate of the elongating leaf has limited effect 

596 at early growth stages, partly due to the limited leaf area. Also in reality, transpiration rate per leaf 

597 area will be lower at early growth stages, because the whorl of older leaves envelops a large portion 

598 of the developing leaf in grass species (Brégard & Allard 1999). At the whole-plant level, transpiration 

599 also drives daily fluctuations in stem water potential, which strains the supply of water towards the 

600 elongating leaf. This approach allowed us to simulate theoretical effects of two different types of 

601 drought stress, being atmospheric and soil drought. This distinction is important because both drought 

602 types are reported to have an independent, near-additive effect on leaf elongation rate (Tardieu, 

603 Reymond, Hamard, Granier & Muller 2000). Our simulations showed similar results, in which an 

604 increase in transpiration triggered a decrease in LER and increase in LED, while decreased transpiration 

605 results in the opposite effect (Fig. 3C). However, in our simulations, a change in transpiration was 

606 modelled as a solitary event, without any impact on the soluble sugar concentration (i.e. which might 

607 result from reduced photosynthesis under drought stress (Chaves, Maroco & Pereira 2003)) within the 

608 leaf, which may have underestimated the overall effect. Still, clear reductions in LER during daytime 

609 hours were simulated across all leaf zones, corresponding to observations made in e.g. maize (Tardieu 

610 et al. 2000) and tall fescue (Schnyder & Nelson 1988). This is in contrast to measurements made in 

611 Arabidopsis where RER at early growth stages shows an inverse pattern (and only under well-watered 

612 conditions), with higher RER during daylight (Pantin et al. 2011). Under specific conditions, this inverse 

613 pattern can also occur in monocots, whereby an increase in sugar loading in the growing leaf during 

614 daylight hours can lead to a lower osmotic potential and thus higher turgor pressure and RER. 

615 Additionally, under field conditions, nighttime RER can be negatively affected by drastically lower 

616 nighttime temperatures which can also contribute to this inverse pattern (Acevedo, Fereres, Hsiao & 

617 Henderson 1979; Tardieu et al. 2000). 

618
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619 TURGOR-TIME TO NORMALISE THE EXPRESSION OF GROWTH CURVES 

620 The introduced concept of turgor-time has the potential to become a new metric to merge the effects 

621 of temperature, sugar, and water availability in a single, normalised growth curve. The growth pattern 

622 of a plant or a plant organ is currently often expressed in terms of a sigmoid curve (e.g., Yin et al. 

623 2003), which is parameterised by functional variables related to the timing of the growth pattern (i.e. 

624 one parameter representing the thermal time at which growth has reached its halfway point and 

625 growth rate is maximal, and one parameter representing the thermal time at which growth has 

626 completed) and the final size of the plant (resp. organ). As these timing parameters are expressed in 

627 thermal time, these sigmoid curves have the strength to be applicable in treatments of varying 

628 temperature (Fig. 1 B4; C4). Our model simulations have shown turgor-time to have the same strength 

629 for various drought treatments (Fig. 4), whereby the parameters related to the timing of the growth 

630 curve are unchanged, regardless of drought treatment, when expressed in turgor-time. The practical 

631 use of the concept of turgor-time may be hindered by the difficulty in obtaining accurate 

632 approximations of turgor pressure within the plant, which is more difficult to achieve than the use of 

633 perceived air temperature to express plant growth. However, a more complex approach is mandatory 

634 for accurately capturing the drought response on plant growth, and model-assisted approximations 

635 of turgor pressure are becoming prevalent in models of plant growth (Steppe et al. 2006; De Schepper 

636 & Steppe 2010; Fatichi, Leuzinger & Körner 2014). In order to include the strength of both temperature 

637 and turgor within the turgor-time concept, however, the interaction effects of temperature and 

638 turgor-driven growth (Figs. 5; 6) need to be better understood.  

639 A clear temperature dependency of the model parameters was reported in the original model for both 

640 the elongation rates (  and ) and the ontogeny parameters (Durand et al. 1999; Fournier et al. 𝑘1 𝑘2

641 2005). Interestingly, elongation rates were reported to be unaffected by temperature when expressed 

642 in terms of thermal time, indicating a linear relationship of growth rates with temperature. However, 

643 ontogeny parameters related to timing and speed of transition between EOZ and MZ (i.e.  and ) 𝑡𝑏 𝑏𝐸𝑂𝑍
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644 were reported to have a more complex relationship with temperature, even when expressed in terms 

645 of thermal time. The effect of temperature was not investigated during the case study with the full 

646 version of the model as there was only a small difference in daytime and nighttime temperatures. 

647 However, in order to evaluate if inclusion of a temperature dependency of the model parameters 

648 could lead to similar observations of temperature-growth rate relation as in the original model 

649 (Durand et al. 1999; Fournier et al. 2005), a simple linear dependency between threshold turgor and 

650 temperature was evaluated based on the work of Proseus et al. (2000) (Fig. 5; 6). Our results indicated 

651 that this linear relationship can only lead to the linear temperature-growth rate relations found in the 

652 original ontogenetic model (Durand et al. 1999; Fournier et al. 2005) under very specific conditions. 

653 Rather, the constant growth rate per thermal time reported in the original model is an indication that 

654 there may be a linear relationship between temperature and cell wall extensibility, as extensibility 

655 serves as the linear factor relating growth and “growth-enabling turgor” (i.e. turgor above the 

656 threshold) in the irreversible part of the Lockhart equation (Eq. 3), rather than threshold turgor. The 

657 contribution of a temperature-induced change in extensibility and threshold turgor on growth are 

658 closely related, and their relationship can be determined by establishing the shift in relationship 

659 between growth rate and turgor pressure under different temperature treatments. A parallel shift of 

660 the turgor pressure - growth rate relationship with temperate can be attributed to a change in 

661 threshold turgor, while a change in the slope of the turgor pressure – growth rate relationship can be 

662 attributed to a change in cell wall extensibility. Such a distinction is difficult to determine without high 

663 quality, isolated data which may be difficult to obtain in multicellular plants, leading to varying 

664 conclusions in literature as the main determining parameter affected (e.g., threshold turgor (Boyer 

665 1993), cell wall extensibility (Pritchard, Barlow, Adam & Tomos 1990a), or both (Pritchard, Wyn Jones 

666 et al. 1990; Pietruszka and Lewicka 2007)). The complex relationship found between temperature and 

667 the transition rates in the original ontogenetic model (Durand et al. 1999; Fournier et al. 2005) may 

668 indicate an effect of temperature directly on specific transition factors (i.e.  and ). To a lesser aψp
dz bψp

eoz

669 extent, a direct temperature effect on the osmotic potential (and the inverse effect on turgor 
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670 pressure) through the van ‘t Hoff equation (Eq. 21) or the possibility for drought stress to decrease 

671 cell wall extensibility (Tardieu et al. 2014) are factors to consider when studying these relationships 

672 and were currently not yet included in our model.

673 Overall, these observations indicate a more complex interaction between temperature, turgor, yield 

674 threshold, and cell wall extensibility than can be explained by a simple linear temperature – threshold 

675 turgor relationship as explored in this paper. We believe that focussed future experiments under 

676 different treatments of both temperature and drought, combined with simulations from our model 

677 could provide deeper insight into these interrelations. Elucidating these effects could be greatly 

678 beneficial for expressing the model in terms of truly environmentally insensitive parameters, 

679 regardless of temperature and drought conditions, whereby growth is expressed uniformly in terms 

680 of turgor-time (Fig. 1). Such parameters could then be related to genotypic traits and be used to map 

681 differences in drought tolerance between genotypes or breed towards specific traits (Bertin, Martre, 

682 Génard, Quilot & Salon 2010; Tardieu & Tuberosa 2010). The concept of turgor-time has the potential 

683 to function as a new, general metric for uniformly expressing growth (Fig. 4). 

684
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856 Table 1: Parameters and output variables from literature reports and estimates based on original 

857 data. 

Measured parameters

Parameter Value (± 95% 
conf)

Unit Description Reference 
values

𝐄𝐥𝐞𝐚𝐟 173 ± 102 g m ―2 h ―1 Maximal transpiration 
rate per leaf area 1941

𝐀𝐕𝟑
𝐜𝐚𝐧𝐨𝐩𝐲 0.066 ± 0.034 m2 Total leaf area at the V3 

stage -

𝐟𝐬𝐡𝐚𝐩𝐞 0.9 ―

Fractional leaf area 
when compared to a 
rectangle with the same 
length / width ratio

-

Assumed parameters

𝛙𝐰𝐰
𝐨,𝐥𝐞𝐚𝐟 -0.6 MPa

Leaf osmotic potential 
under well-watered 
conditions

-0.82 ; -0.63

 𝐂𝐜𝐚𝐧𝐨𝐩𝐲 10 g MPa ―1 Previously established 
canopy capacitance -4

𝐂𝐬𝐭𝐞𝐦 15 g MPa ―1 Stem segment 
capacitance -4

𝐄𝐜𝐚𝐧𝐨𝐩𝐲 12.5 g h ―1
Previously established 
canopy max 
transpiration rate

-4

𝛆𝐃𝐳 1 MPa Elasticity of cells in the 
division zone 1 (ryegrass5)

𝛆𝐄𝐨𝐳 1 MPa Elasticity of cells in the 
elongation-only zone 1 (ryegrass5)

𝛆𝐌𝐳 10 MPa Elasticity of cells in the 
mature zone 20 (ryegrass5)

𝐖𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐜𝐚𝐧𝐨𝐩𝐲 100 g Previously established 

canopy water content -4

𝐖𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐬𝐭𝐞𝐦 100 g Stem segment water 

content -4

Calibrated parameters: plant characteristics

c 0.90 dimensionless Capacity for osmotic 
adjustment -

𝐑𝐱
𝐬𝐨𝐢𝐥→𝐬𝐭𝐞𝐦 0.098 MPa g ―1 h

Xylem transport 
resistance from soil to 
stem segment

-

𝐑𝐱
𝐬𝐭𝐞𝐦→𝐜𝐚𝐧𝐨𝐩𝐲 0.196 MPa g ―1 h

Xylem transport 
resistance from stem 
segment to previously 
established canopy

-

𝐑𝐱
𝐬𝐭𝐞𝐦→𝐥𝐞𝐚𝐟 0.203 MPa g ―1 h Xylem transport 

resistance from stem -
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segment to developing 
leaf

𝚪 0.2 MPa Threshold turgor 6

Calibrated parameters: leaf ontogeny

𝐚𝛙𝐩
𝐝𝐳 0.0535 MPa ―1 h ―1

Rate of transition speed 
increase from DZ to 
EOZ with turgor-time

-

𝐛𝛙𝐩
𝐞𝐨𝐳 0.0254 MPa ―1 h ―1

Rate of transition speed 
increase from EOZ to 
MZ with turgor-time

-

𝐭𝛙𝐩
𝐚 16.87 MPa h

Turgor-time from leaf 
initiation to beginning 
of transition from DZ to 
EOZ

-

𝐭𝛙𝐩
𝐛 4.91 MPa h

Turgor-time from leaf 
initiation to beginning 
of transition from EOZ 
to MZ

-

Calibrated parameters: Leaf zone biophysical properties

𝐃𝐙(𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭) 0.000917 𝑚 Initial length of the 
division zone -

𝛟𝐃𝐳 0.112 MPa ―1 h ―1
Extensibility (i.e. plastic 
compliance) of the cells 
in the division zone

0.03-0.8 
(volumetric7)

𝛟𝐄𝐨𝐳 0.338 MPa ―1 h ―1
Extensibility of the cells 
in the elongation-only 
zone

0.03-0.8 
(volumetric7)

𝛟𝐌𝐳 0 MPa ―1 h ―1 Extensibility of the cells 
in the mature zone -

858

859 1 (Zheng et al. 2013)

860 2 (Westgate & Boyer 1985)

861 3  (Tang & Boyer 2002)

862 4 Parameters manually fine-tuned to recreate realistic patterns of water transport and water 

863 potential based on estimated canopy transpiration.

864 5 (Thomas et al. 1999), distinction between DZ and EOZ not made, only leaf base and mature leaf.

865 6 (Cramer & Bowman 1991), distinction between DZ and EOZ not made. An extensibility of 1.2 for the 

866 entire growing zone is reported.
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867 7 (Hsiao, Frensch & Rojas-Lara 1998), distinction between DZ and EOZ not made, though different 

868 stages of leaf elongation are considered. Very young leaves (20-30 mm exposed length) are reported 

869 to have a lower extensibility than elongating leaves (30-50 mm exposed length). Young leaves are 

870 reported as 0.2 while elongating leaves go up to 0.8 on average. Volumetric extensibility has been 

871 reported and should be considered the sum of the all extensibility components (including width and 

872 thickness directions) 

873

874
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875 Fig. 1: Conceptual representation of how the concept of turgor-time, combined with a temperature-

876 dependent threshold turgor, could potentially lead to a uniform expression of growth across both 

877 drought and temperature treatments as opposed to thermal time, which is only valid for temperature 

878 treatments. The top figures display how daily patterns of turgor (A1; B1; C1) and temperature (A2; B2; 

879 C2) contribute to turgor-time and thermal time respectively (green area), with variations in night (dark 

880 blue area) and day hours (light blue area). Growth under non-stressed conditions (B) results in a 

881 logistic growth pattern in the long term, whether it be expressed in real time (B3); thermal time (B4) 

882 or turgor-time (B5). A reduction in temperature results in diminished growth, leading to a deviation in 

883 the growth curve when expressed in real time (C3). However, the reduction in temperature also slows 

884 the progression of thermal time (C2) which means the same growth curve can be used to describe 

885 growth when expressed in thermal time (B4; C4) regardless of temperature treatment. Using the 

886 inverse relation between temperature and threshold turgor (C1) the same rationale holds true for the 

887 growth curve expressed in turgor-time (C5). A reduction in soil water potential, however, results in a 

888 reduction in real time growth (A1; A3) without affecting the perceived thermal time (A2). As a result, 

889 the universal growth curve in terms of thermal time (B4; C4) is no longer valid under drought-stressed 

890 conditions (A4). Turgor-time, however, can capture both effects to create a single, valid growth curve 

891 (A5; B5; C5).

892 Fig. 2: Simulated progression of leaf length and individual leaf growth zones of the calibrated model 

893 (A and C) plotted on top of measured division zone and total leaf length for maize grown under control 

894 conditions (soil water potential -0.02 MPa). B and D represent an identical simulation with altered soil 

895 water potential (-0.52 MPa) plotted on top of measured division zone and total leaf length of maize 

896 leaves grown under mild water stress, with the control treatment plotted in dashed lines (and its data 

897 plotted in grey). The dark bars represent the nighttime hours over the course of the leaf development. 

898 Overall, growth is slower within the mild drought treatment but continues longer due to slower 

899 transitioning between the zones. This is also apparent in the patterns of leaf elongation rate (LER) for 
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900 the control (E) and mild drought (F) treatment, plotted in terms of their average for day and nighttime 

901 hours. 

902 Fig. 3: Theoretical simulations of leaf elongation rates (LER), averaged for every light and dark period 

903 under various conditions of drought stress. Control conditions in each panel (black) represent the LER 

904 pattern under a stable soil water potential ( ) of -0.05 (black). A) Comparison to drought conditions ψs

905 in which was further reduced to -0.50 (blue), and -1.50 (red) MPa. B) Comparison where was ψs ψs 

906 reduced to -0.75 MPa with rewatering (i.e. recovered to -0.05 MPa) between 84 and 150 °Cd (blue) ψs 

907 and 350 and 450°Cd (red). C) Effect of transpiration rate on LER when the normal transpiration rate is 

908 halved (blue) or doubled (red). D) Drought scenario with reduced to -0.75 MPa (blue) with normal ψs 

909 transpiration compared to a scenario in which the plant closes stomata to reduce water loss due to 

910 transpiration by half (red).

911 Fig. 4: Comparison of the leaf elongation pattern in control and two drought stress scenarios (soil 

912 water potential ( ) -0.05 MPa (A; B); -1.50 MPa (C; D); and -2.50 MPa (E; F)) when identical ψs

913 simulations are expressed in thermal time (A; C; E) and in turgor-time (B; D; F). The dark bars represent 

914 the nighttime hours over the course of leaf development. Their size is also affected by the chosen time 

915 unit as turgor-time will vary over treatments and development stages, but temperature (and thus 

916 thermal time) remains unchanged. As expected, final leaf length is affected by a reduction in in the ψs 

917 simulations. In terms of elongation timing, the growth pattern depends on the unit of time used. When 

918 expressed in thermal time, leaf elongation under drought stress is slowed down while the duration is 

919 increased. As a result, final leaf length in the three treatments is reached at approximately 300 (A); 

920 500 (C); and 900 °Cd (E). Leaf length expressed in turgor-time, however, results in near-identical 

921 patterns of leaf length progression, with the final leaf length reached at approximately 75 MPa h in all 

922 treatments (B; D; F). 

923 Fig. 5: Simulated relative growth rate per unit thermal time (V% °Cd-1) in an individual cell according 

924 to the Lockhart equation for different temperatures and different linear effects of temperature on 
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925 threshold turgor. A stable turgor pressure of 0.6 MPa is assumed with a threshold turgor of 0.2 MPa 

926 at 24 °C and an extensibility of 1 MPa-1. The Y-axis represents the relative threshold turgor 

927 increase/decrease at a single degree decrease/increase in temperature respectively assuming a linear 

928 relation (i.e. 0 represents no effect of temperature on threshold turgor, 0.1 means a 10% decrease in 

929 threshold turgor per 1°C). The white dashed line represents the cut-off at which growth is no longer 

930 possible (i.e.  MPa). The black dashed line represents the slope value for which the growth Γ(T) = 0.6

931 rate per unit thermal time is equal for all temperatures (i.e. -0.01667 MPa °C-1; or an 8.333% increase 

932 (res. decrease) in threshold turgor per one-degree decrease (res. increase) in temperature). As an 

933 extensibility value of 1 was chosen, this figure also represents the relation between turgor-time per 

934 unit thermal time for this system. 

935 Fig. 6: Simulated relative growth rate per unit thermal time (V% °Cd-1) in an individual cell according 

936 to the Lockhart equation for different temperatures and turgor pressures, with identical assumption 

937 as in Fig. 5 and the stable slope value (i.e. -0.01667 MPa °C-1) under 0.6 MPa turgor conditions (black 

938 dashed line in Fig. 5). The white dashed line represents the cut-off under which no growth is possible 

939 (i.e. ). This figure represents the combined effect of water availability and temperature on ψp = Γ(T)

940 the growth rate per unit thermal time, assuming a linear relationship between temperature and 

941 threshold turgor. Additionally, as an extensibility value of 1 was chosen, this figure shows the 

942 relationship between turgor-time and thermal time under different treatments of water availability.

943 Fig. 7: Evolution of water potential components and leaf growth of a developing leaf based on different 

944 assumptions for osmotic potential. A; B) Assumption of a stable osmotic potential throughout leaf 

945 development as used during the simulations in this paper.  C; D) A fixed diurnal pattern of osmotic 

946 potential. E; F) A weighted diurnal pattern based on the current fraction of mature leaf within the 

947 developing leaf. The diurnal patterns assume osmotic concentration increase due to import of solutes 

948 to reach a maximum at sunset and consumption of solutes due to growth during the night cause a 

949 minimum at sunrise. The weighted pattern is based on observations of a constant osmotic potential 
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950 in the DZ. One of the major results of introducing such a diurnal pattern is the turgor pressure 

951 accumulation around sunset. In the early growth stages, this turgor accumulation results in an increase 

952 in instantaneous growth (D; F), but this is no longer the case in the mature leaf where the extensibility 

953 is zero. As a result, this accumulation of turgor results in a reversed pressure gradient and reversed 

954 water flow from leaf towards stem. This translates to leaf shrinkage starting already during the dark 

955 hours (D; F) rather than the light period (B) where shrinkage is triggered by transpirational water loss. 

956

957
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958 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL S1:  Extension of the turgor-driven leaf elongation model to 

959 incorporate 3D growth

960 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL S2: Detailed derivation of the equation for the change in turgor 

961 pressure

962 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL S3: Sensitivity of the calibrated model in control and drought 

963 scenarios
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Summary statement:

A model for grass leaf elongation is presented which combines mechanistic growth based on turgor 
pressure and leaf ontogeny. An inverse relation was found between the rate and duration of the 
elongation rate, allowing for uniform expression of growth in terms of a new concept called “turgor-
time”.
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Conceptual representation of how the concept of turgor-time, combined with a temperature-dependent 
threshold turgor, could potentially lead to a uniform expression of growth across both drought and 

temperature treatments as opposed to thermal time, which is only valid for temperature treatments. The top 
figures display how daily patterns of turgor (A1; B1; C1) and temperature (A2; B2; C2) contribute to turgor-

time and thermal time respectively (green area), with variations in night (dark blue area) and day hours 
(light blue area). Growth under non-stressed conditions (B) results in a logistic growth pattern in the long 

term, whether it be expressed in real time (B3); thermal time (B4) or turgor-time (B5). A reduction in 
temperature results in diminished growth, leading to a deviation in the growth curve when expressed in real 

time (C3). However, the reduction in temperature also slows the progression of thermal time (C2) which 
means the same growth curve can be used to describe growth when expressed in thermal time (B4; C4) 

regardless of temperature treatment. Using the inverse relation between temperature and threshold turgor 
(C1) the same rationale holds true for the growth curve expressed in turgor-time (C5). A reduction in soil 

water potential, however, results in a reduction in real time growth (A1; A3) without affecting the perceived 
thermal time (A2). As a result, the universal growth curve in terms of thermal time (B4; C4) is no longer 
valid under drought-stressed conditions (A4). Turgor-time, however, can capture both effects to create a 

single, valid growth curve (A5; B5; C5). 
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Simulated progression of leaf length and individual leaf growth zones of the calibrated model (A and C) 
plotted on top of measured division zone and total leaf length for maize grown under control conditions (soil 
water potential -0.02 MPa). B and D represent an identical simulation with altered soil water potential (-0.52 
MPa) plotted on top of measured division zone and total leaf length of maize leaves grown under mild water 

stress, with the control treatment plotted in dashed lines (and its data plotted in grey). The dark bars 
represent the nighttime hours over the course of the leaf development. Overall, growth is slower within the 

mild drought treatment but continues longer due to slower transitioning between the zones. This is also 
apparent in the patterns of leaf elongation rate (LER) for the control (E) and mild drought (F) treatment, 

plotted in terms of their average for day and nighttime hours. 
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Theoretical simulations of leaf elongation rates (LER), averaged for every light and dark period under 
various conditions of drought stress. Control conditions in each panel (black) represent the LER pattern 

under a stable soil water potential (ψ_s) of -0.05 (black). A) Comparison to drought conditions in which ψ_s 
 was further reduced to -0.50 (blue), and -1.50 (red) MPa. B) Comparison where ψ_s  was reduced to -0.75 
MPa with rewatering (i.e. ψ_s  recovered to -0.05 MPa) between 84 and 150 °Cd (blue) and 350 and 450°Cd 
(red). C) Effect of transpiration rate on LER when the normal transpiration rate is halved (blue) or doubled 
(red). D) Drought scenario with reduced ψ_s  to -0.75 MPa (blue) with normal transpiration compared to a 

scenario in which the plant closes stomata to reduce water loss due to transpiration by half (red). 
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Comparison of the leaf elongation pattern in control and two drought stress scenarios (soil water potential 
(ψ_s) -0.05 MPa (A; B); -1.50 MPa (C; D); and -2.50 MPa (E; F)) when identical simulations are expressed 
in thermal time (A; C; E) and in turgor-time (B; D; F). The dark bars represent the nighttime hours over the 
course of leaf development. Their size is also affected by the chosen time unit as turgor-time will vary over 

treatments and development stages, but temperature (and thus thermal time) remains unchanged. As 
expected, final leaf length is affected by a reduction in ψ_s  in the simulations. In terms of elongation 
timing, the growth pattern depends on the unit of time used. When expressed in thermal time, leaf 

elongation under drought stress is slowed down while the duration is increased. As a result, final leaf length 
in the three treatments is reached at approximately 300 (A); 500 (C); and 900 °Cd (E). Leaf length 

expressed in turgor-time, however, results in near-identical patterns of leaf length progression, with the 
final leaf length reached at approximately 75 MPa h in all treatments (B; D; F). 
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Simulated relative growth rate per unit thermal time (V% °Cd-1) in an individual cell according to the 
Lockhart equation for different temperatures and different linear effects of temperature on threshold turgor. 

A stable turgor pressure of 0.6 MPa is assumed with a threshold turgor of 0.2 MPa at 24 °C and an 
extensibility of 1 MPa-1. The Y-axis represents the relative threshold turgor increase/decrease at a single 

degree decrease/increase in temperature respectively assuming a linear relation (i.e. 0 represents no effect 
of temperature on threshold turgor, 0.1 means a 10% decrease in threshold turgor per 1°C). The white 
dashed line represents the cut-off at which growth is no longer possible (i.e. Γ(T)=0.6 MPa). The black 
dashed line represents the slope value for which the growth rate per unit thermal time is equal for all 

temperatures (i.e. -0.01667 MPa °C-1; or an 8.333% increase (res. decrease) in threshold turgor per one-
degree decrease (res. increase) in temperature). As an extensibility value of 1 was chosen, this figure also 

represents the relation between turgor-time per unit thermal time for this system. 
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Simulated relative growth rate per unit thermal time (V% °Cd-1) in an individual cell according to the 
Lockhart equation for different temperatures and turgor pressures, with identical assumption as in Fig. 5 and 

the stable slope value (i.e. -0.01667 MPa °C-1) under 0.6 MPa turgor conditions (black dashed line in Fig. 
5). The white dashed line represents the cut-off under which no growth is possible (i.e. ψ_p=Γ(T)). This 
figure represents the combined effect of water availability and temperature on the growth rate per unit 

thermal time, assuming a linear relationship between temperature and threshold turgor. Additionally, as an 
extensibility value of 1 was chosen, this figure shows the relationship between turgor-time and thermal time 

under different treatments of water availability. 
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Evolution of water potential components and leaf growth of a developing leaf based on different assumptions 
for osmotic potential. A; B) Assumption of a stable osmotic potential throughout leaf development as used 
during the simulations in this paper.  C; D) A fixed diurnal pattern of osmotic potential. E; F) A weighted 

diurnal pattern based on the current fraction of mature leaf within the developing leaf. The diurnal patterns 
assume osmotic concentration increase due to import of solutes to reach a maximum at sunset and 

consumption of solutes due to growth during the night cause a minimum at sunrise. The weighted pattern is 
based on observations of a constant osmotic potential in the DZ. One of the major results of introducing 

such a diurnal pattern is the turgor pressure accumulation around sunset. In the early growth stages, this 
turgor accumulation results in an increase in instantaneous growth (D; F), but this is no longer the case in 

the mature leaf where the extensibility is zero. As a result, this accumulation of turgor results in an reversed 
pressure gradient and negative water flow from leaf towards stem. This translates to leaf shrinkage starting 

already during the dark hours (D; F) rather than the light period (B) where shrinkage is triggered by 
transpirational water loss. 
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